Molina Chai
In search of something a little more authentic? Molina captures the delightful essence of traditional
Indian Chai. A tasty blend of Darjeeling tea, and a perfectly balanced mix of quality organic spices,
come together in a gentle warming heat that soothes the soul.
Molina Chai contains organic coconut blossom sugar as a natural sweetener, and contains no refined
sugars. This gives a completely different type of sweetness, and one that does not dominate the
undertone of spice.
The spice blend that we use is very close to the original Chai recipe from India, and includes ginger,
cardamom, cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, and more, all expertly fine tuned to compliment each other, both
in taste, and in health benefits.
The result of combining the finest organic spices, with the highest quality Darjeeling black tea, is a chai
that is infused with love, and flavors that will tantalize your body and mind.
Molina Chai is the closest that you will find to experiencing the authentic Chai of a timeless culture;
delivered straight to the door for your enjoyment. You can choose between a variety of flavors, which
each contain their own unique cultural twist.

Molina Chai Flavors
Madagascar Molina Chai
The Madagascar Molina Chai contains our exquisite blend of Darjeeling tea and organic spices, along
with anise star and the special ingredient; hand picked Bourbon vanilla, extracted from the finest
quality beans in Madagascar. The fiery undertone of the spices and bitterness of the tea is caressed by
the soft and growing sweetness of the vanilla, in this lavishly smooth chai that is sure to delight the
senses.

Kerala Molina Chai
Close to the traditional blend, the Kerala Molina Chai contains a finely balanced mix of organic spices
with Darjeeling tea, and utilizes the Indonesian galangal root to create a full bodied, yet mellow
gingery warmth, complimented by cardamom, and the sweetness of cinnamon and coconut blossom
sugar.

MesoAmerica Molina Chai
The MesoAmerican Molina Chai is a unique tasting chai that combines the authentic Indian spices with
a twist of lavender, and the nuttiness of almond extract. This culminates in a multi-layered orchestra of
tantalizing flavors, further enhanced by another key ingredient; cacao. This chai contains the full
richness of the highest quality cocoa from Central America, to add a sweet chocolate overtone to an
already flavorsome chai.

